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Art Fair

Fused glass by Angela Jenkinson

2022

October 22/23
Sat 10am-5pm / Sun 10am-4pm
Parkside, Chart Way
(County Hall North)
Horsham RH12 1AB

£2 entry fee per adult on the door

horshamartists.org

Welcome to the
Horsham Artists
Contemporary Art Fair 2022

Our charity partner:

The Samaritans will be holding
an Art Fair Fundraising Raffle in
the Reception area during this
event, featuring prizes of original
artworks, prints and merchandise,
donated by the artists.

We are delighted to welcome you to our annual
Contemporary Art Fair featuring 33 artists, creators
and makers showing and selling their high quality
affordable work from a central Horsham location
over one special weekend. We are a unique, diverse
and highly inclusive group of both emerging and
professional artists working in a wide range of genres
including painting, glass work, ceramics, textiles,
jewellery, up-cycling and sculpture.
If you are searching for that unique piece of art for
your home or office space, you have come to the
right place. With a wide range of prices we have art
to suit all budgets and environments.
For those of you interested in the creation process,
we have a series of demonstrations taking place over
the two days of the Fair. Details are set out towards
the back of this brochure.
After the Fair, keep up to date with other events
(such as our annual Art Trail in June) via social media
– see below for the links. Also, visit our website to
sign-up for our newsletter.
Enjoy your time with us and thank you for coming!
horshamartists.org
@HorshamArtists
#horshamartists
@HorshamArtists
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Irma Westerdijk

Sculptor

Denise Bliss

Jeweller

Cherry Parsons

Painter

Mark Wilson

Painter

Angela Jenkinson

Glass jewellery and art

Anne Lim

Felt textile artist

David Meeking

Painter

Dominic Simpson

Painter

Pam Clarke

Painter

Kat Giannini

Painter and illustrator

Penny Hart-Davies

Mixed media painter

Pat Wright

Painter

Louisa Venables

Painter

Alison Ingram

Painter

Lindsey Pearson

Painter

Tracie Callaghan

Painter/Jeweller

Lucy O’Callaghan

Painter and up-cycling

Lesley Taylor

Sculptor

André Westerdijk

Up-cycling

Alison Crowe

Jeweller

Sue Collins

Printmaker

Francesca Apicella

Painter

Paul Baden

Sculptor

Iris Bishop

Textiles
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Irma Westerdijk
Sculptor

Irma is an artist and
sculptor living in Horsham.
She has a highly inventive,
mainly figurative style
and creates expressive
sculptures with a lot of
texture using a fabric
hardener called Paverpol
as a base, combining these
with found objects. Irma
shares her knowledge
of Paverpol sculpting at
workshops.

creationsbyirma.co.uk
Facebook: CreationsByIrma
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Denise Bliss
Jewellery

Cherry Parsons
Painter
info@cherryparsonsart.com
Facebook: @cherryparsonsart

Mark Wilson
Painter

Mark works in oils with a
limited colour palette. His
tools are palette knives,
rags and his fingers, used
to blend and move paint
on the canvas. Mark wants
viewers of his work to hear
and feel as well as see, so
that what they experience
when looking at his work is
more like a filmic narrative.

info@markwilsonart.com
markwilsonart.com
Denise enjoys creating new
and individual designs in a
range of techniques. She
is particularly pleased with
her recent range of organic
‘melted-edge’ rings and
cuffs. Her torque necklaces
are also rapidly gaining
popularity as a fashionable
and elegant jewellery
item. All pieces can be
individualised to order.

silverblissdesigns.co.uk
Instagram: silverblissdesigns
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Angela Jenkinson
Fused glass and jewellery

Angela is a fused glass artist
who makes wall art, vases,
bowls, hanging decorations
and jewellery, mainly using
nature and the landscape
as inspiration. Wall pieces
involve cutting sheet glass,
which is arranged on a
piece of base glass, often
including small elements to
create texture and is then
kiln-fired.

firedcreations.co.uk
info@firedcreations.co.uk
Cherry is a fine artist from
Horsham who paints a
huge variety of subjects
and has a solid fan base
for each genre. Her large,
textured seascape canvases
are show-stoppers, and her
colourful Seagull paintings
have developed quite a cult
following. Those who know
Sussex will also recognise
her local landscapes.
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Anne Lim
Felt and fibre artist
annelim64@hotmail.com
01903 386381

Anne is a textile artist
working in felt and fibre,
this allows her unlimited
freedom to create
using shapes and colour.
The inspiration for her
handmade felt pictures is
mostly drawn from the
natural world. Wool fibres
and natural cork fabric
is used to create original
jewellery pieces and bags.
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David Meeking
Painter

David paints semi-abstract
sea and landscapes, in oil on
canvas, observing changing
seasons and the effects
upon the coastline. Building
an atmosphere through
texture and mark-making
with no reference to any
specific point of place, he
prefers the viewer to read
into the work, taking them
on a journey of imagination.

davidmeekingart.com
Instagram: davidmeekingart
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Dominic Simpson
Painting and drawing
dominicsimpson.com
art@dominicsimpson.com
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Pam Clarke
Painter
pamlclarke89@hotmail.com
01403 267811
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Kat Giannini
Painter and illustrator

Kat is a wildlife artist.
Formally a ballroom dancer,
she uses movement,
negative space and
attention to detail to create
the beauty she sees in
animals and wildlife. She
works in pencil, watercolour
and acrylic paint on glass.
Her designs are also printed
onto greetings cards, tea
towels and bio-friendly
wrapping paper.

katgiannini.com
kathsgiannini@gmail.com
Dominic uses bold colours
and expressive mark-making
to create impactful images
with high contrast, exploring
the possibilities of different
media and techniques. His
artworks include local and
West Country landscapes,
portraiture and still life,
and he’s interested in the
end-to-end process of
producing art that’s ready
to hang. Dominic won the
Worthing Portrait Artist of
the Year award 2021.
Pam is an art college
graduate who spent
a significant period of
employment as a graphic
designer and illustrator,
with a lifetime of art
appreciation. She sees her
work as ‘still in progress’
and inspired by form and
colours in nature. Pam
finds attempting to create
a perfect composition
infinitely rewarding.
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Penny Hart-Davies
Mixed media painter
pennyhart-davies.com
Instagram: hart_of_this_artist
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Pat Wright
Oil painter
patwrightz@hotmail.com
Instagram: @patwrightrz

Penny creates semi-abstract
images inspired by the
natural world and ecological
themes. Whilst walking the
hills of the South Downs,
or the coast beyond, she
experiences the changing
flora and fauna, beyond
observation of physical
walking scenes. For the Art
Fair, she includes a new
collection, connecting her
various journeys through
hill, meadow, wood and
coastal paths.
Pat’s recent inspirations
have come from Antony
Gormley’s vast installation
‘Another Place’ on
Merseyside. Her lifetime
connection with the food
industry draws her to
reimagining the vintage
kitchens at Petworth
House. She also likes to
capture the panorama
and the uniformity of the
planting in vineyards near
her home.
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Louisa Venables
Painter

Louisa is a painter who
takes great enjoyment from
creating striking abstract
artwork using bold vibrant
colours and shapes. She
loves to immerse herself in
her work which she finds
very uplifting. A recent highpoint for Louisa has been
receiving a commission
from AXA Insurance to
produce six pieces of
artwork.

venablesart.co.uk
louisa.venables@gmail.com
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Alison Ingram
Painting
alisoningram.co.uk
alison@alisoningram.co.uk
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Lindsey Pearson
Painter
justlindsey.co.uk
linsjpearson57@gmail.com
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Tracie Callaghan
Painter/Jeweller
traciecallaghan.com
info@traciecallaghan.com

Alison is a well-known
professional wildlife artist
from Warnham. She has
won many awards for
her distinctive, colourful
interpretations of the
wildlife she encounters.
She mainly paints in oil
and exhibits annually
at BirdFair in Rutland,
she is regularly Artist in
Residence at Nature in Art,
Gloucester and exhibits
locally, nationally and
internationally.
Lindsey adores the fluidity,
unpredictability and
versatility of watercolour.
The luscious colours
constantly inspire her and
enable her to work in an
expressive, semi-abstract
style. Lindsey loves to work
‘en-plein air’ especially in
Venice and locally in the
Sussex landscape where she
can evoke a sense of place,
feeling and mood.
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Lucy O’Callaghan
Painter and up-cycling

Tracie uses a variety of
different media to create
exciting and unusual
artworks that celebrate
the beauty of the natural
world. Her work explores
the relationship between
subject matter and the
media used, be that through
use of colour, historical or
geographical context to
create depth and share
her passion for our natural
treasures.
Lucy is a mixed-media
artist from Horsham. Her
materials include acrylic
paints, marbling inks and
alcohol inks which are often
merged with the use of
stencils, gold leaf, glitter and
temporary tattoos. Lucy
has a keen eye for pattern
and the blending of bright
colours which she plays
with to create her unique
pieces of artwork.

Instagram: evelien_cascada_art
Etsy: EvelienCascadaArt
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Lesley Taylor
Sculptor
lesley-taylor.com
studio@lesley-taylor.com

Lesley is a self-taught
contemporary artist based
in Warnham. Her mixed
media three-dimensional
boxed sculptures
encapsulate a moment in
time, involving the careful
play of light with shadow.
Much of the content of her
work is brilliant white, with
striking splashes of colour
for dramatic contrast. All of
Lesley’s work is designed to
make you smile!
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André Westerdijk
Up-cycling

André lives and works
in Horsham, as an
upcycling artist. It gives
him great pleasure to
take vintage items out of
their original context to
create something new. He
enjoys seeing a smile on
someone’s face when they
look at his creations and
say; “Wow, I would not have
thought of that”.

Instagram: awdesignupcycling
Facebook: AWDesignUpcycling
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Alison Crowe
Jeweller
alisoncrowejewellery.co.uk
Instagram: alisoncrowejewellery
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Sue Collins
Printmaker
suecollinsart.com
suecollinsart@hotmail.com

Alison produces
handmade precious metal
jewellery designed in a
contemporary style using
a variety of traditional and
non-traditional techniques.
She draws inspiration from
natural forms and early
20th century art. Alison
likes to source unusual and
beautiful gemstones to
set in her jewellery pieces
which are hallmarked by
the London Assay Office.
Sue’s greatest inspiration
is the beautiful Sussex
countryside where she lives.
She creates stylised, multicolour linocut prints based
on a combination of her
photography and sketching,
using the reduction method
of printmaking. Her
Hassocks based garden
gallery and studio can be
visited by appointment.

Francesca’s paintings are
inspired by vintage glamour
with a contemporary
twist. Often featuring lace
and geometric shapes,
the finished pieces have a
certain humanesque quality
and avant-garde finish.
Pieces include “Philautia”
from the Greek meaning
self-love, and “Serpentina”
Francesca Apicella
from ideas about
Painter
progression and change.
She often exhibits her work
francescaapicella.com
missfrancescaapicella@gmail.com around the South Coast.
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Paul brings his cartographic
experience of map
making into his artwork.
He specialises in wood
carvings made from
layered woods. His pierced
lattice works examine the
relationships of space and
the interconnectedness
of things. In his figurative
work, Paul manipulates scale
Paul Baden
and perspective to create
Sculptor
intriguing three dimensional
paulbadensculptor.wordpress.com landscapes for the hand and
eyes to explore.
pauledwardbaden@gmail.com
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Iris Bishop
Textiles
irisbishop.com
irisbishopdesign@gmail.com

Iris is an artist and designer
with an innovative approach
to textile design, combining
weaving, knitting, knotting
and other ‘sculptural’
techniques. She loves to
incorporate vintage and
re-cycled materials into
her work, making every
garment and accessory a
unique ‘piece’. Commissions
for individual garments are
always welcome - using high
quality materials and with a
professional finish.

Karin’s semi-abstract
paintings are often
inspired by the natural
world - landscapes,
sea and sky, allowing
the viewer a degree of
personal interpretation
and imagination. Using
mainly acrylic paint, Karin
is interested in the process
and the manipulation of
the medium and enjoys
exploring and developing
new techniques and styles.
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Karin
Pfannenschmidt-Clack
Mixed media painting
kpfannenschmidt@googlemail.com
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Vicky Glyn
Textiles

Vicky at ‘My Vision
Shared’, is a textile artist
who designs and makes
her dazzling patchwork
wall-hangings and quilted
throws at The Mill in
Horsham. The key qualities
of her work are the use of
exciting colour schemes.
Her stunning designs are
timeless yet contemporary
in style, using combinations
of pattern and colour.

myvisionshared.com
vickyglyn123@gmail.com
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Colleen Conti
Painter
colleencontiart.com
paintedplaces@gmail.com

28
Shared
stand

Kevin Meeten
Painter
kevinmeeten@hotmail.co.uk
07763 750876

28
Shared
stand

Greta Meeten
Textiles and mixed-media
gretameeten@yahoo.co.uk
Facebook: Thisisagem

Colleen’s work is often
characterised by her
lasting preoccupation and
distinctive handling of light.
Having directly experienced
being in an environment,
and recorded with drawings
and photographs, Colleen
makes a series of related
works aroused by her
feelings for that place.
Recently she has been
painting seascapes from
visits to Cornwall and
Dorset.
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Jo Willis
Oil painter
artfromjow.com
artfromjow@gmail.com

Kevin draws upon a
lifelong passion for sci-fi
literature, cinema, TV and
comic books, creating
stylised portraits of iconic
characters and situations,
and abstract futuristic
landscapes and cityscapes.
He paints with acrylic
adding unusual mixed
media, such as metal, plastic,
electronic components and
watch parts, sometimes
incorporating 3D features.
Greta has a passion
for textiles; thriving on
finding and experimenting
with different methods
of transforming fabrics
and yarn; be it knitting,
dressmaking or various
forms of hand and machine
embroidery. Driftwood
is often featured in the
creation of her ‘miniature
worlds’ as she is captivated
by shapes and textures
created by the sea.
.Jo’s inspiration for her
contemporary canvases
comes from many and
varied sources. Her subjects
are wide-ranging, from
beaches to woodlands and
trees, to her life studies,
largely of people. All exhibit
a graphic quality focusing
on tone and composition.
She has exhibited widely in
the South of England and
London as well as locally.
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Angela Brittain
Painter
angelabrittain.co.uk
angelambrittain@gmail.com
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Janis Paynter
Painter
janispaynter@gmail.com
07877 553517
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Paul Talbot
Painter
nordcreative.co.uk/fineart
07807 189358

Angela is a narrative artist,
depicting how our moods
change as we interact with
friends and animals or feel
deeply about things. The
subjects search beyond
mere appearance so
the viewer can continue
the search. Her work is
colourful and design-led
with compositions where
everything is transitory and
fluid. Lines of connectivity
run from one object to
another for focus and drama.
Throughout Janis’s life she
has always enjoyed drawing,
painting and photography.
Travelling the globe has
influenced and inspired
what she paints. Nature’s
palette seems endless with
its contrasting beauty and
the devastation of climate
change. She invites you to
take a closer view at her
world through the window
of her canvas, where colour
and contrast compete for
your attention.
From a young age, Paul
developed a fondness
for wildlife and dramatic
landscapes from spending
lots of time in woodland
around Horsham and visits
to the South Downs. His
interest grew and trips to
Snowdonia and The Lake
District really cemented his
love for the great outdoors.
Capturing dramatic scenes,
often in moody weather;
Paul paints using oils in a
bold, loose realism style.

FREE DEMONSTRATIONS
Three sessions on Saturday 22 October
Three sessions on Sunday 23 October
Lindsey Pearson Painter
11.00am • Saturday 22 October
Personal insight into painting ‘en-plein air’

30 minutes

Lindsey is a painter, with a wealth of experience in painting
outdoors. As she often says, “no need to take the kitchen sink,
when painting ‘en-plein air’”. She’ll guide you through her tips
on what kit to take and what not to. How to adapt to your
environment and use what’s around you, wherever you may be,
home or abroad, come rain or shine! Hear about some of her
stories and encounters, sketchbook successes and some of the
failures too.
A unique personal insight into what can and does happen when
let loose with paints outdoors. In a fun and humorous way,
Lindsey will share informative tips and techniques you will want
to try for yourself.

Colleen Conti Painter
1.30pm • Saturday 22 October
2.45pm • Sunday 23 October
Inspiration and process: journey of an
artwork from start to finish

30 minutes
After gaining a degree in Fine Art from Brighton, Colleen
qualified as a teacher and taught art for 34 years leading a
department for 20 years. She is a painter and mixed-media
artist whose work is inspired by her love of landscape and
personal encounters with the natural world.
She will explain her artistic process from an initial experience
of place, developed through sketchbook exploration of
composition, and experimentation with materials, into work in
progress, and on to the finished work on show.

Follow the signs from Reception

Lesley Taylor Sculptor
11.00am • Sunday 23 October
From conception to completion: the
journey of a quirky artwork

30 minutes
Lesley is a self-taught artist who creates unique and witty boxed
sculptures. Her work is presented in brilliant white, containing a
dramatic splash of colour to draw the eye of the viewer.
In this talk, she will explain where she gets her inspiration from,
how she plans her approach and the processes she uses to
complete her quirky creations.
Lesley will use video extracts to illustrate some of the more
technical aspects and you can expect some humorous
anecdotes based on her experiences.

Penny Hart-Davies
Mixed-media painter
2.45pm • Saturday 22 October
1.30pm • Sunday 23 October
Creating texture with pastel

30 minutes

Penny is a post-graduate trained, mixed-media artist, and also
lecturer and art tutor of more than thirty years standing. She is
known for exploring how different mediums can work together.
Pastel is quick to work with and used in many of her pieces.
The feel of texture is created using broad strokes, blending or
mark-making, though is also great at highlighting hidden textures
created with other media.
Watch Penny work with different papers and other base
materials or building in ‘rubbing’ techniques.
The results will be experimental pieces at home in a sketchbook
or presented on the wall.

The Art Fair is held at PARKSIDE
(County Hall North) Horsham, next
to The Black Jug pub on North Street
(B2195). Free onsite parking is available
via Madeira Avenue, RH12 1AB

33 ARTISTS, SCULPTORS, CREATORS
AND MAKERS EXHIBITING AND
SELLING THEIR CONTEMPORARY
ARTWORK FROM A CENTRAL
HORSHAM LOCATION, OVER ONE
SPECIAL WEEKEND
ALSO FEATURING A PROGRAMME OF
ART DEMONSTRATIONS, DELIVERED BY
SOME OF OUR MOST EXPERIENCED AND
INSPIRATIONAL ARTISTS

